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第四課 dai6 sei3 fo3 Chapter 4   

樹真好 syu6 zan1 hou2 

 

Trees are really good 

 

Quizlet flashcards for the vocabulary in this chapter can be found here: 

https://quizlet.com/_alrta5?x=1jqt&i=2f4qkn 
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樹 
syu6  tree, trees 

真 
zan1  really 

好 hou2  good 

麻雀 maa4 zoek3  sparrow 

想 soeng2  wants 

在…上 zoi6 …soeng6  on the.. 

作個家 zok3 go3 gaa1  make a home 

大樹 daai6 syu6  big tree 

張開 zoeng1 hoi1  opens up 

手臂 sau2 bei3  arms 

說 syut3  says 

花狗 faa1 gau2  dog (with patterns on its coat) 

躺 tong2 lies 

https://quizlet.com/_alrta5?x=1jqt&i=2f4qkn


 

 

在…下 
zoi6 …haa6  under 

乘涼 
sing4 loeng4  cool down, relax in a cool place 

打傘 
daa2 saan3  holds up an umbrella 

着 
zoek6 

Grammatical: When this 着 

follows a verb, it means the action 

is still happening. Here: ‘is holding 

a green umbrella’ 

睡 
seoi6  sleep 

吧 
baa1  Grammatical: used to make a 

gentle command.  
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要 
jiu3  wants 

樹枝 
syu6 zi1  tree branch 

吊秋千 
diu3 cau1 cin1  play on the swing 

笑 

笑着 

siu3 

siu3  zoek6 
laugh 

laughing 

搖 
jiu4  swing, sway 

長得 
zoeng2 dak1  is, looks  

又…又 
jau6 …jau6  Grammatical: ‘both x and also x’. 

Used to link 2 adjectives.  Tall and 

big 

高 
gou1  tall 

大 
daai6 big 

好像 
hou2 zoeng6  looks like, appears to be like 

大家 

大家的 

daai6 gaa1  

 

daai6 gaa1 dik1  

everyone 

everyone’s  

 

Trees are really good 

 

Trees are really good. 

The little sparrow wants to make a home on the tree.  



 

 

The big tree opens its arms and says: ‘OK! OK!’ 

 

Trees are really good. 

The little dog lies under the tree cooling off, 

the big tree opens its green umbrella and says: ‘sleep! have a sleep!’ 

 

Trees are really good. 

Siu Ming Ming wants to swing from the tree branch, 

the big tree smiling says: ‘swing! have a swing!’ 

 

Trees are really good. 

(they) grow tall and big 

like everyone’s mother 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


